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Space
Architectural solutions to suit your home and 

personal style.

Living
A room in which to relax, entertain or work.

Expression
An individual design to add a unique feature 

to your home. 

Style
Engineered solutions from a wide range of 

finishes and flexible systems.

Inside...
Bespoke glass buildings for distinctive homes
A well built and well designed home addition - featuring the Quantal aluminium roofing system 
adds value and more importantly enhances your lifestyle. Browse through the brochure to see the 
wide range of ways to add space to your home.
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Individual Living

Space...
Nothing brings you closer to the 

great outdoors than a glass-roofed 

conservatory and with the superior 

thermal properties of our products 

you can enjoy your space all year 

round.

It is, quite simply, the most 

effective way of expanding your 

living space and enhancing the 

value of your home.
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Cuddle up to watch the rain on 

a winter’s night. With insulating, 

double glazing and draught free 

conservatories you can do so 

warm and snug inside.

There is little to compare with 

a British garden in summertime, 

but alas you still must compete 

with the weather.

At least with the Quantal 

system you can enjoy more 

of the view, thanks to our 

sleek, uncluttered designs.

Quite simply our bespoke 

conservatories add a new 

dimension. Make the world 

your living space!
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Living...
The high level of glazing brings the 

feel and enjoyment of “al fresco” 

living into your home, every day 

and all year round. 

Can you imagine a more refreshing 

space in which to relax, entertain 

or work?

“Soft music, soft light, a glass or two. 

Your sanctuary awaits at the end of another day”



Our garden rooms provide 

an inspiring space in which 

to relax, dine or entertain; 

one that is every bit as 

comfortable, stylish and 

well-appointed as the rest 

of your home.

Because of our high 

specifications and 

flexible approach we can 

incorporate sophisticated 

features into our glass 

buildings, ranging from 

luxury fitted kitchens to 

complex, ornamental 

roofs.

When design elegance 

meets advanced 

engineering, anything is 

possible.

Individual Living Space

Using the patented Quantal system we can realise 

intricate designs and fantastic detailing on your behalf.

Bespoke glass buildings have never looked better.
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Relax, reflect or entertain
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From a simple living space to a shining ballroom or refectory, our systems 

have the strength and flexibility to meet your needs.

No other system delivers more. Choose from a wide choice of window 

styles to give you the look and function you want. 

A glass room? An atrium? An orangery? 

What could we add to your home?

Make a space that’s yours,  

a space in tune with your lifestyle. 
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Expression...
Individual Living
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Expression

Blend in your new space or 

do the opposite: make it a real 

feature of your home.

Our glass buildings are snug in 

the winter but thanks to our 

use of solar glass they will keep 

you cool in summer.

Roof lights and ventilation 

systems help to keep the 

temperature down, so you can 

still relax and enjoy when the 

heat is on!

We have the system and know 

how to build your vision - so 

let your imagination run wild.

Individual Living
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Blending traditional with contemporary is very fashionable and more 

importantly it works! Just see what a difference a stunning glass atrium, 

lantern roof or orangery for example could make to your home.

Of course it needs to be done carefully, choosing the right materials 

and the right features. We can show you how.



Individual Living

Our glass buildings perform brilliantly under the bluest skies. Solar 

glass and automatic roof vents will keep you cool, whilst outside the 

decorative detail is beautifully realised in pressure cast aluminium.
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Expression

Your conservatory will look 

superb for years to come 

and is complemented by a 

comprehensive warranty.

Brickwork can be carefully 

matched and interwoven 

with the glazing to create a 

sympathetic look.

Make our beautiful buildings 

part of your home!

By carefully matching styles and materials we will create a solution that 

is a seamless continuation of your home, inside and out. 

For the glazed sections our paint shop can match virtually any colour 

for your aluminium frames and roof.

Every detail, from window types to roof crests, can be designed and 

built to blend or contrast.



For any design to stand out, 

we believe it has to be 

outstanding in every way. 

That is the secret of  Loggia. 

Externally, or internally, from an 

outdoor perspective or from the 

more relaxed view from your sofa, 

you’ll soon become aware that you 

are seeing superior design, superbly 

crafted.  18 19

Style...
Individual Living

Loggia - create a space as individual as 

you are & make your own style statement. 



Style
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Individual Living

Loggia is an exciting new technology featuring powder coated columns, 

twice as insulated as brick piers. So, whether your home is modern or 

traditional, Loggia will enhance your property and complement it perfectly. 

It can even be added as a standalone feature building, such as an offi  ce or 

contemporary living space.

Unlike conventional conservatories, it also comes in its own distinctive 

Loggia colour palette of  classic white, pure cream, urban grey and 

landmark green or choose a fully bespoke colour.

A further design masterstroke which provides you with total fl exibility, 

raising the possibility of  complete harmonisation with your property, is the 

ability to have either a glazed roof  or highly insulated tiled or slate roof  

called realROOF. It’s your choice.
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Individual Living Gallery

Pergola is part of the evolving outdoor living range.It can be 
used to create a stunning patio area or indeed could be used 
as a car port at the side of the home.At the heart of the system 
is a curved powder coated beam supported on matching 
posts.The aluminium is powder coated white or grey and will 
match into the majority of UK homes but you could choose a 
special colour if that is your preference.

Pergola comes in a variety of sizes to fit seemlessly into the 
existing elevations of your home. 

And so, make the most of the great outdoors with pergola 
from Quantal.

And now... Quantal’s outdoor living range


